Year 9 (Summer)
Linguistic Competence






I can carry out photocards on holidays
I can carry out roleplays holidays

Expected Standards
Spanish
Year 9

I can carry out general conversations on holidays

I can use a variety of grammar structures to write about holidays
Application of Grammar





I can use the present, past and future tenses competently and accurately.
I can give a variety of justified opinions
I can use comparatives, superlatives, linking words, adverbs and intensifiers to raise
the quality of my work.

_________________________________________________________________

Inside this booklet you will find a summary of all the knowledge
and skills that the academy expects you to master in this subject
by the end of the year.
These are the minimum standards that we set for all students. If
you achieve this you should be on track to achieve at least a
grade 5/6 in your GCSE in year 11.
During each half-term you will have regular ‘learning checks’ to
assess how well you are progressing against the expected standards. If you do not reach the expected standard in any of these
checks you should be seeking help from your teacher, asking for
study supports and using the materials on TGiSpace to help you
improve.
If you wish to push yourself further your teacher will also be
sharing with you examples of how to go beyond the expected
standards

Tudor Grange Academy
Solihull

Year 9 (Autumn 1)

Year 9 (Spring 1)

Linguistic Competence

I can talk about things that I like

I can talk about my week

I can talk about movies and birthdays
Application of Grammar

I can give opinions and reasons

I can use the present tense with regular verbs

I can use the present tense with irregular verbs (ser, estar, ir, tener)

I can use the preterite tense

I can use the near future tense

Linguistic Competence

I can describe what is there in my town

I can describe how my town used to be

I can describe what I would like in my town
Application of Grammar

I can use the imperfect tense

I can use the conditional tense

I can build set if clauses sentences
________________________________________________________________________
Year 9 (Spring 2)

________________________________________________________________________
Year 9 (Autumn 2)
Linguistic Competence

I can talk about my diet and explain how to have an active lifestyle

I can talk about my daily routine

I can talk about ailments
Application of Grammar

I can use direct object pronouns



I can use reflexive verbs in the I and you forms



I can use the modal verb deber

Linguistic Competence

I can discuss the weather

I can describe what I and other people normally do during the holidays

I can describe about my future and past holidays

I can talk about my holiday prefences
Application of Grammar

I can extend sentences with the relative pronoun que

I can use three different tenses together

I can use the verbs ser and estar

